algebraic dual:25
annihilator:30
canonical projection:5
codimension:23
congruence:3
group:115
  idempotent separating:128
  maximum idempotent separating:129
minimum group:116
topological:17
topological group:17
continuous linear functional:25
convex:24
dual isomorphism:31
dual modular pair:31
E-chain:137
F-space:26
Frechet space:26
Green's relations:6
homomorphism:3
  topological:21
ideal:2
  left:2
  principal:3
  principal left:3
  principal right:3
right:2
idempotent:6
identity:2
index:99
inverse:8
isomorphism:3
  topological:21
kernel:4
K-regularizer:92
left unit:14
linear functional:25
locally convex space:24
m-complement:46
Mackey space:27
modular pair:31
monoid:2
Moore-Penrose inverse:180
natural partial order:13
neighborhood:24
Noetherian poset:97
null space:20
operator:21
  compact:82
  finite rank:74
  Fredholm:86
  regular:37
  Weyl:135
orthogonal dimension:185
orthonormal basis:185
partial isometry:182
preannihilator:31
primitive idempotent:15
principal factor:16
projection:179
quotient semigroup:3
range:20
Rees factor semigroup:15
regular:7
  completely:14
  unit:14
*-regular:180
right unit:14
sandwich set:11
semigroup:1
  bisimple:16
  completely simple:15
semigroup (continued)
  completely 0-simple:15
  completely semisimple:16
  involution :179
  regular:7
  semisimple:16
  simple:15
  strongly unit regular:138
  topological:17
  unit regular :14
  0-simple:15
subsemigroup:2
  full:135

subsemigroup (continued)
  normal:118
  unitary:93
  topological adjoint:29
  topological complements:22
  topological dual:25
  topological group:17
  topological vector space :19
  trace product:10
  unit:14
  weak topology:27
  weak* topology:29
  zero element:15.